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#I. INTRODUCTION 
THE STUDY of the cohomology of finite H-spaces can be divided into two areas. The first area 
of study is the necessary conditions that must hold for a cohomology algebra to be the 
cohomology of a finite H-space. The second area might be the study of realizability 
questions; that is, given a Hopf algebra over the Steenrod algebra, when is it the 
cohomology of a finite H-space? In this note, we consider the following Hopf algebra over 
the Steenrod algebra: 
A =Z2CXll --_a A (x11, x13). 
Xl 
We prove that such a Hopf algebra cannot be the mod 2 cohomology of a finite H-space X. 
This result has an interesting history. First of all, the mod 2 cohomology of all presently 
known finite H-spaces is isomorphic to the mod 2 cohomology of a Lie group producted 
with seven spheres. So it is easy to check that the above Hopf algebra does not have this 
form. In fact, all Lie groups have cohomology that begins in degree one or three. The second 
fact is that there are no known non Lie H-spaces that have two torsion in their cohomology. 
The above example would be a possible candidate for this. The Hopf algebra A, however, 
does satisfy many of the necessary conditions known about finite H-spaces. 
Adams and Wilkerson have shown that A has an algebraic classifying space; that is, if 
X = RB there is an algebraic candidate for the cohomology of B that is compatible with the 
action of the Steenrod algebra. A result of Lin [I 11 states that every finite mod 2 H-space 
has first nonvanishing homotopy group in degrees 1, 3, 7 or 15, and if the mod 2 homology 
is associative 
QH 4k+ ‘(X; Z,)=Sq2k QH2k+ ‘(X; Z,). 
The HopfalgebraA hasx,,=Sq4x,,x,,=SqZx,, , so x1 3 = Sq6x,. A result of Kane and Lin 
[S, 121 states that there are no even generators in H*(X; Z,). The Hopf algebra A satisfies 
all the above requirements. It is not known, however, if the algebra A is even realizable as 
the mod 2 cohomology of a space. 
In the past couple of years, Nunn (unpublished) and Hemmi [4] have given incomplete 
proofs that A is not realizable as the mod 2 cohomology of an H-space. Their proofs used 
K-theory techniques which led to problems, because of the presence of two torsion. 
The proof used here is completely different. We study the cohomology of QX which 
contains a primitive transpotence element in degree 26. Since RX would be a homotopy 
t Partially supported by the National Science Foundation No. DMS 88219453. 
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commutative H-space, we consider certain obstructions to maps preserving the homotopy 
commutativity. This idea is exploited in other papers such as [ 12, 13, 173, but this is the first 
use of these obstructions to be applied to transpotence elements. In addition, we employ the 
fact that Sq16 factors through secondary operations. This leads to a tertiary operation 
which detects a 53 dimensional primitive in H*(RX; Z,). Since H*(RX;Z,) is even 
dimensional, we obtain a contradiction. 
Several open questions are suggested by the material of this paper. We mention a few 
here. 
CONJECTURE 1. Any 6-connected finite mod 2 H-space is a product of seven-spheres. 
CONJECTURE 2. Any jinite homotopy associative mod 2 H-space has jrst nonvanishing 
homotopy group in degrees 1 or 3. 
CONJECTURE 3. If a mod 2, simply connectedfinite H-space has two torsion, then there is a 
three dimensional cohomology class in the mod 2 cohomology that has height greater than two. 
We will use the following notational conventions in this paper. The symbol X will be 
used to represent a space with 
Z*Cx,l 
H*(X; Z,)=T 0 A (x1 1, x13). 
x7 
If Y is a space, H*( I”‘) will denote the mod 2 cohomology of Y. 
The notation 
PH*(Y) and QH*(Y) 
denote the primitives and indecomposables respectively. 
If Y and Z are H-spaces and f: Y+Z is an H-map, then c(f) and a&f) denote the 
obstructions to homotopy commutativity or homotopy associativity defined in [ 17, 181. Of 
course, c(f) is defined only when Y and Z are homotopy commutative and a3(f) is defined 
only when Y and Z are homotopy associative. 
$1. OUTLINE OF THE PAPER 
Our program in this paper is as follows. Since H*(X)= Z,[x,]/x’: @ A (x1 1, x1 3), there 
exists in H*(RX) a primitive twenty-six dimensional class uz6. the transpotence of x,. We 
shall construct a tertiary operation ‘I’ based on a factorization of Sq28 through primary and 
secondary operations. We compute the c,-obstruction c(‘P(u2,)) and conclude that u26 must 
be in the sub-<d(2)-algebra B of H*(RX) generated by a*(~~). But u26 is neither de- 
composable nor a suspension, so we obtain the desired contradiction. 
We thus need to construct a diagram 
(1.1) 
\ l A, = K(Z,, 26) 
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in which the Ais are the defining system for Y,f;(t&= uZ6, and thefis are H-maps that 
satisfy certain additional requirements. The construction of this diagram is somewhat 
involved; in fact we need a factorization: 
(1.2) 
The philosophy of this factorization is that G, is a fairly close approximation to RX, H, 
is not so close, and E, is farther yet; while the three spaces grow increasingly to resemble A,. 
The bulk of the paper will be devoted to constructing these intermediate spaces and maps 
and to developing their properties. 
In section 2 we shall construct A,, A,, and A,. We shall indicate in Theorem 2.2 what 
propertiesf,,f,, andf, need to possess in order to achieve our contradiction. 
Section 3 contains the construction of the Es and Hs. We think of E, as a stable 
defining system for the transpotence, constructed over the space F, obtained by killing Sq2 
on a 6-class. E, is obtained by killing Sq’, Sq4, and Sqs on the transpotence class. This will 
be done in such a way that E, is a double loop space and the map 5r exists. It will be crucial 
that H”(I?,) contains no element whose coproduct is 
Sq4(e,) 0 Sq4(e,), e6EH6(E1). 
The map x0 will be a c,-map and a,-map; E, will be an H-map. 
The spaces H, are essentially the same as the E,, but the homotopy groups of the fibers of 
r. and Y1 will be in lower degrees than those of q. and 4r; in fact it is essential that the 
homotopy of the fiber of ‘, is in degrees < 32. Ho is an infinite loop space and fl, is the loop 
space of a homotopy-commutative H-space. The map /I, will be an infinite loop map, fl, a 
loop map. 
Section 4 completes the factorization. The space Go is an unstable version of Ho in that 
the k-invariant of B’G, is chosen to allow a lifting to B’G, of the map P,X+B’E, that 
represents the generator of H’(P,X). This permits ~,:RX-+G, to be the loop map of an H- 
map. The map y. will be a c,-map and loop map, hence the space G, induced by y. from R, 
will be a homotopy-commutative loop space. G, will be G, with one additional k-invariant 
which is also a c,-map and loop map. Finally, yl will be a loop map and 
c(yl)~PH*(G,)@PH*(GI). 
A lifting X-+BG, will exist for dimensional reasons; again for dimensional reasons its 
H-deviation will contain decomposable factors. HenceyI can be chosen as a loop map with 
c(.Z )=Q 
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The additional k-invariant of G, allows the map E,B,y, to be lifted to the map 8,. We 
show 0i to be an H-map. 
In section 6 we synthesize these ingredients to produce diagram (1.1). The liftingf, exists 
for dimensional reasons. To show thatf, is an H-map and to compute c(f2), we need some 
control of a3(fi) and c(fi). In particular, we shall show that 
and 
where B is the sub-d(2)-algebra of H*(RX) generated by cr*(x,). We then refer back to 
Theorem 2.2 to see that we must have uZ6 E B; hence our contradiction. 
In the Appendix, we summarize some useful facts about the a3 and c-invariant that are 
used in the body of the paper. 
42. CONSTRUCTION OF THE Ais 
In this chapter, we build a three stage Postnikov system which will be the universal 
example for a tertiary operation. We choose the k-invariants in what may appear to be a 
peculiar way. Later in our calculations it will be evident that the k-invariants are chosen this 
way to ensure that we can lift RX to the third stage of the Postnikov system by an H-map. 
Henceforth, we reserve the symbol X for a hypothetical space with mod 2 cohomology 
H*(X; Z,) = yJ@ A (Xl,, x13). (2.1) 
If X admits an H-structure, then for degree reasons the generators x,, x1 1 and xi3 must be 
primitive. Since 0 #x: = Sq1Sq2Sq4x,, 
x11 =sq4x, 
x,j=sq2x,,. 
The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence with 
E2 =T“rH*(x;zZ)(Z2~ z,) 
converges to the associated graded of a filtration of H*(RX; Z,). 
According to [ 113, there is an isomorphism of coalgebras 
E, z E, 2 H*(RX; Z,). 
E, is easy to compute and we have a coalgebra isomorphism 
H*(QX; Z,)r A (%)O w,,, u12, 4 (2.2) 
with u ,,,=Sq4u,,u,,=uzandu 26 = (p4(x7). (p4(x,) represents the transpotence of x,. A basic 
fact about transpotence lements is that they are primitive elements that do not lie in the 
image of the suspension. 
LEMMA 2.1. If aEsl(2) and degree a> 12 then 
u,,Ou,,#im a 
Proof: By the Cartan formulae for Steenrod operations it suffices to show u26 $ ima for 
deg jI>6. Since H*(RX; Z,) is even dimensional and bicommutative 
PH4’+ ‘(RX; Z,) z QH4’+ 2(RX; Z,). 
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Therefore uZ6 is indecomposable.- By (2.2) and the Bore1 structure theorem the only 
indecomposables of degree less: than 26 are ug, uIO, ;‘JuIO), ‘~~(ur~). Hence, if deg fi>6 and 
pu = u26, then u is either u6 or uIO. But u6 and urO are suspensions and u26 is not a 
suspension. Since Steenrod operations preserve suspensions the lemma follows. n 
We now build a stable 3-stage Postnikov system 
91 
/ Al-K, (2.3) 
1 
- - 
PI A, 90 K(Z,, 27) 
I 
81 
- 
40-K, 
90 
This system will be associated to a factorization of Sq28. It will have the following 
properties: 
(2.4) 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
A,=K(Z,, 26), I?, and K, are generalized Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. 
There will be an element UEPH~~(A~; Z,). 
The element u will be a suspension element, but not a double suspension. The 
element u will have c-obstruction. 
OK, = K(Z,, 48,50,50) x K(Z,, odd) where K(Z,, odd) is a product of Eilenberg- 
MacLane spaces in odd degrees. 
j:(u)=Sq5i,, +Sq3iso+Sq2Sq1iJo+Sq12 E@,,dd where iodd is a fundamental class 
of K(Z,, odd) and deg cz,>O. 
Let B be the d(2) subHopf algebra of H*(RX; Z,) generated by u6. For convenience of 
notation let s=u6, t = ur,,. Then, by (2.2) 
B ,ZJsl -------a A (r) 
s4 
as Hopf algebras. (2.5) 
Suppose the 3-stage Postnikov system A, has been constructed with the above 
properties. Then we have 
THEOREM 2.2. If X is an H-space, then there is no commutatioe diagram of spaces and 
maps of the following type: 
A2 
, 
RX-A, 
l” 
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ti) f0*(i26)=U26. 
(ii) Thefi are H-maps. 
njO (iii) c(fr ):RX A RXLR2K,- RA, and im CT cB@B. 
Pro05 If the above diagram exists, thenf:(u)EH53(RX) is zero since H*(RX) is even 
dimensional. Hence, c(f:(u))=O. From the formulae for computing the c-obstruction of a 
composite of H-maps [18], we have 
G(Q)= U-t of;) (c(r)) + 4f2)*(~*(4). 
= u26 @ u26 + 4f2)* ta*tu)) 
So it remains to compute c(f2)* (a*(v)). We have a commutative diagram 
0.6) 
(2.7) 
RX x*x’- ha, 
d/t) 
If B, is a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space and CL: RX-B, has im a* =B then 
condition (iii) implies (2.6) yields 
(2.8) 
A routine application of the Cartan formulae for secondary operations [9, Theorem 3.11 
yields 
c(f2)* (~*(u))EB@H*(RX)+H*(RX)@B 
+ im Sq5 + im Sq3 + im Sq2Sq1 
+im Sq12 C a,. 
Since H*(RX) is even dimensional (2.6) and (2.9) imply 
BY 
Al 
Lemma 2.1 this implies c(fr(o))#O, which is a contradiction. n 
For the remainder of the chapter, we construct the 3-stage Postnikov systems, A,. 
Define l?,,=fl:= 1 K(Z,, 26+2’) 
90; A, -R, by d(i26+2*)=sq2*i26. 
is the fibre of go. 
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Define go: A, + K(Z,, 27) by gE(iZ7)= Sq’ p:(i&. Let A, be the fibre of GO. We have a 
commutative diagram 
YO 
- K(z,, 27) 
(2.9) 
If we like, we can think of A, as the fibre of 
- 
A,- K, x K(Z,, 27) 
but in later calculations it will be useful to build A,. 
To define g1 we need the following factorizations 
sqZ8 = Sq’2Sq16 + Sq2’Sq’ + Sq16Sq2 + sq=sq5 + Sq22Sq6 (2.10) 
sq16=sq1~33+(sq7+sq4sq2sq1)~13+(sq8+sq4sq4)c#Q)3 
+~~~6~~3+~~9~~22+~~~8~~4+~~12~~,2 (2.11) 
+(Sq’5 + sq13sq2 + Sq’2Sq3 + sq’“sq5)c#Joo. 
The $ij are secondary operations associated to the Adem relations for $q2’Sq2’. They are 
defined by the matrix relation 
w 0 0 0. 
Si3 sq2 0 0 
sq4 Sq2Sq’ Sq’ 0 
Sq’ Sq6 sq4 0 
sq’5 Sq’4 sq” sq8 
(Sq9+ Sq4Sq5) SqR sq4sq2 sq2 
(Sq8 + Sq4Sq4) (Sq?sq2Sq’ + Sq’) 0 Sq’ 
w 
sq2 11 sq4 =o. (2.12) sq* 
It follows by (2.12) that there are primitive elements rij~H*(A,) that represent the 
operations $ij applied to pT(i26). 
In the factorization of Sq l6 it will be useful to write it in the following form. 
Sq16=Sq1z+xa,hi where degree hi are even. (2.13) 
Let z=~~~+S~~~~~+S~*~~~+(S~~~+S~~~S~~)~~~. Then 
sq16 = sq’z + (Sq4Sq2)Sq14, 3 + (Sq8 + Sq4Sq4)~,, 
+~~~6~~~3~22+~~~“~~4+~~12~~02 (2.14) 
+(~~‘2)~~3~o,+(~~10)~~5~oo. 
Note that equation (2.14) has the desired form of (2.13). We also have 
Sq’%sq’ = sq5(sq*) + Sq3(Sq8Sq2) + sqzsq’(sq’o). (2.15) 
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Let Z represent the operation 2; that is, Z is given by (2.14) with 4ii replaced by rii. Define 
gl:A, 4 K(Z,, 49, 51, 51)x K(Z,, even) by 
gT(&)= sq8 
gy(i,l)=Sq8Sq2z 
gT(i;,)=Sq’OZ 
Sq’v,, deg 36 
003 deg 34 
Sq3v,, deg 36 
002 deg 30 
Sq3v,, deg 30 
Sq5voo deg 32 
(2.16) 
Let A, be the fibre of gl. We have a diagram 
K(Z,, 48, 50, 50) x K(Z,, odd) 
I j2 
A2 
i 
PI 
A, LK(Z,, 49, 51, 51) x K(Z,, even) 
The spaces Ai are infinite loop spaces and all the maps are in fact infinite loop maps. If 
we started by constructing B2 Ai, the two fold classifying spaces of the Ai using the same 
relations only shifting by two degrees, then equations (2.10H2.15) would imply 
(B2gI)* [Sq’i,, +Sq3i,3+SqZSq1i;3+Sq12Cri B2ieV,,] 
=Sq’2Sq16(B2pl)* (izs)= [(B2pl)*(i28)]2. 
It follows that there is a suspension element CEPH’~(A~) with 
c(4=(p,p2)* t&6) @ (PIP2)* ti26) 
and jt(c)=Sq5ib8 +Sq3i,o+Sq2Sq1i~o+Sq12 Ccxiieven. We have verified properties I-5 
of (2.4). 
$3. CONSTRUCTION OF HOMOTOPY COMMUTATIVE SPACES 
In this chapter, we construct a commutative diagram of spaces 
R, - 81 E,&A, 
I&, 
Ho-E 0 -%A 0 
(3.1) 
These spaces will have the property that BA,, BE, will be homotopy commutative, all 
the maps will be H-maps, and all maps except B1, fli will be c and a3 maps. 
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Let B4F0 be the fibre of the map 
sq2: K(Z,, 10) + K(Z,. 121, 
K(Z,, 11) --+ PF, 
1 
K(Z,, 10)---+ sq’ K(Z,, 12). 
Let uIO be the lifting of the fundamental class in H*(B4Fo). Define 
B4h_, : B4Fo -+ K(Z,, 25) 
B4~_,:B4F0-+ K(Z,, 31) 
(B4h_,)* (i2J = Sq”Sq4u,, 
(B4W_1)*(i31)= Sq’~sq’ulo=Sq~(sq~~sq~u,o). 
Let B4H, be the fibre of B4h _ 1. Let B4E, be the fibre of B4w _ I. We have a commutative 
diagram of infinite loop spaces 
B4H, ml - B4E, 
(3.2) 
If we loop the above diagram four times then Ho u F, x K(Z,, 20). =& 2 F, x K(Z,, 26) 
and we get 
Ho ‘v F, x K(Z2, 20) 
/j” = I x Sy”, E, 2 F, x K(Z,, 26) 
1 
1 
F0 
p F, 
h-1 
\ 
H-, 
\ 
W5,21) ) wz,, 27) 
SY” 
(3.3) 
Note that in H*(H,), 1 @ i,, has reduced coproduct 
il(1 @i,,)= Sq‘kh@sq‘&.,. 
We have the following Adem relation 
SqSSq6 = sq llSq3 + Sq2(Sq8Sq4). 
Note that 
a3 = 1 @ Sq3i2, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
r8,4 = 1 0 Sq8Sq4i,, +(Sq4u6)2(u,)2 0 1 (3.6) 
are primitive elements of H*(H,). Further, 10 Sq’i,, E H*(E,) has the property that 
(3.7) 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. There exist elements B3a3, B3a,,,~PH*(B3H,) with 
(c*)3(B3a3)=a3 
(o*)~(B~~ l3.4)=%7.4. 
Proof Using the Adem relations, we can check Sq3i,,, SqsSq4i,, E ker(B3h_ i)*. Hence 
there exist elements B3a;, B3a~.,~H*(B3H,) with 
(o*)~(B~ a;) = z3 @ 1 + 10 Sq3 i,, 
(r~*)~(B~aL,~)=z~,~@ 1+ 1 @Sq8 Sq4i,, 
where z3, zs,4 EPH*(F,). If suffices to show z3 and ~s,~ can be desuspended three times. 
We collect here some useful facts to show the elements can be desuspended. Let Y be a 
homotopy commutative, l-connected loop space. Then 
(3.8) rr*: QH”‘” ( Y)-+PHodd(f2Y) is epic. 
(3.9) o*: PH4’+’ ( Y)+PH4’(RY) is an isomorphism. 
(3.10) If there are no transpotence elements in PH4’+‘(RY) then o*: PH4’+3( Y)-+ 
PH4f+2(RY) is an isomorphism. 
(3.11) If w is a generator ofH*(SZY) with liw=cr*(u)@rr*(u), then there is some u’EH*(Y) 
with u’-u decomposable and (u’)~ =O. 
(3.8) to (3.11) can be derived using the spectral sequence 
Tor,.(r, V,, Z2)=--H*(QY). 
See [9, Theorems 1.15 and 1.163. Since Y is homotopy commutative we have 
PHodd( Y) z QHodd (Y). 
By (3.8) and (3.9), 
Bz,, and B2z,,, exist. (3.12) 
We will show they can be chosen to be primitive. If not, they are dual to squares. 
Checking degrees, if they were not primitive, we would get 
~Bz3=a*(ui3)@o*(u13) 
AB2z *,4=~*(~l*)o~*h*) 
where 
u:3=o=u:4, u13, u14 E H*(B2F,) 
u;*=o, u18g H*(B3F,J. 
By the Serre exact sequence, these elements either restrict to the fibre or come from the 
base. If they restrict to the fibre, they cannot be truncated at height two. Therefore, they 
come from the base. A routine check shows such elements do not exist. Therefore, Bz, and 
B2;,,, are primitive and are not transpotence elements. Applying (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) again 
we get 
B3z3 and B3z,., exist. (3.13) 
Finally, let 
B3a3= B3a; - B3z3 
B3a 8,4= B3ak.4- B’z,., I 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. There exist elements 
B3a2.+H*(B3H,) 
B2a,., E H*(BZ H,) 
B2c, E H*(B2 E,) k= 1,2,3 
with 
(a*)3(B3a 2.6)= 1 @s92s96i,, 
(a*)2(B2a4,6)= 1 @Sq4Sq6i2, 
(a*)2(B2vJ= 1 @S9’ki26. 
Further, if B2 a4. 6 is not primitive, then &B2 a4.6 = ui @ ui where ug IS the ljfiiny of the 
eight dimensional class. Therefore Br,., is a c-map. 
Proof: We have S92S96i2,=S97S91i2,. Let %,=I @S9’izo~PH*(H0). By (3.8), Ba, 
exists. By (3.11) Ba, is primitive, and by (3.10) B’a, exists. Applying (3.8) again, B3a, exists. 
Define B3a 2.6=S97B3a0. By (3.10) and (3.8) B2r4., exists. If it is not primitive, we can 
choose it so that 
where u r6=a*(u17) and u:,=O, ur7 EH*(B~ F,). The only possible candidate for u17 is 
Sq’u,. In that case fiB2a4.g=ui@ui. Hence c(Ba4.6)=(a*@a*)&Ba4.6=0. By (3.8) and 
(3.10) B’v, exist. I 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (B/?,,)*(Bv~)=S~~ ‘Ba, + Sq2Ba,.,. 
Proof: We have 
K(Z,,.23) - K(Z,, 29) 
1 1 
BP” 
BH, - BE, 
1 1 
BF, - BF,. 
By (3.5) the above equation is true when we restrict to the fibre. Hence 
(B~,)*(Bv,)-S~“B~,-S~~B~,~,~PH~~(BF,)~~~~(~*)=~. 
The last equation follows since a* is manic on odd primitives. 
Define 
B2h,:B2H, ---f B2L, = K(Z,, 25,34,30,32) 
(B2 h,)*(i25) = B2a3 (B2h0)*(i30)=B2a2.6 
(B2h,)*(i,,)=B2a,,, (B2h,)*(i3,)=B2a4.,. 
Let B2fl, be the fibre of B2h,. Define 
B2w,:B2EO-+B2MO=K(Z2, 30,32,36) 
TOP 28:1-8 
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by 
(B2wo)*&J = B2 t’l 
(B2w,)*(i,,)=B2u2 
(B2w,)*(i,,)=B2~3. 
Let B*E, be the fibre of B*w,. 
By Proposition 3.3, BR, is a homotopy commutative H-space and we get the following 
commutative diagram 
- ap, - 
BH,- BE, 
i Bl=, Bq‘, 
Looping (3.14) we obtain a commutative diagram of loop maps 
ii, - 
H,- EI 
Let B4$ B’io O - K(Z, 10) be defined to be the fibre of 
B4&_,: K(Z, 10) sq’4sq’ - K(Z,, 31). 
Then there is a commutative diagram 
B’E,----+ B4Eo 
i 
B’qo 
I 
WO 
B4F,- K(Z, 10) 
I 
B%V_, 
I 
K(Z,, 31) = K(Z,, 31) 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The projection CQ,: E. + K(Z,, 26) = A, is an a3 and c-map. 
Proof: There is a factorization 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
E, = F, x K(Z,, 26) ~~_,~~ ,/:f;>;“)=& 
,t, z K(Z, 6) x K(Z,, 26). 
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Both a; and q_ 1 x 1 are a,-maps (see [7, 181). Hence a,, is. Also q_ I x 1 is a c-map. We have 
c(ab)EHz5(K(Z, 6) A K(Z, 6)) E ker(q_ r)* 0 (q-l)* 
since all odd generators of H*(K(Z, 6)) of degree less than twenty lie in ker(q_ r)*. Therefore, 
c(aO)=c(ab)(q_l h q_1) 2: *. I 
By construction, 
(qOaO)*(i 26+2k)= 1 @Sqzki,,. 
Therefore there is a commutative diagram 
QR, 
(3.16) 
PROPOSITION 3.5. E, can be chosen to be an H-map. 
ProofI The H-deviation D,, factors through f%,; hence it lies in HOdd(E, A I!?,). By 
Proposition 3.4 
qs(qOxOqJ = * 
Therefore, [DE,] E ker(Zi@ 1 - 1 @ A)n ker( I- T*). If follows that CL1 may be altered by 
elements in the fibre so that E1 becomes an H-map. (See Appendix.) I’ 
By (3.15) and (3.16) we obtain (3.1). 
54. CONSTRUCTION OF THE G,s 
In this chapter, we construct homotopy commutative loop spaces G, and G,. BG, will 
be an H-space but not necessarily a loop space. These spaces will link RX to the spaces HI, 
E, and A, via a diagram 
Fo 
We now proceed with the construction of the Gi’s. Define B2k_ l:B2Fo+K(Z2, 20) by 
(4.2) 
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Let B2G0 be the fibre of B2k_, 
B’G, 
I 
BZS, 
B2F, - K(Z,, 20) 
Blk., 
(4.3) 
Recall B2h_ l:B2F,-,K(Z2, 23) is defined by (B2h_ 1)*(i23)=Sq11 Sq4u, = Sq3SqsSq4u,. By 
(4.2) we get 
(B*~~)*(B~h_~)*(i~~)=(B~s~)*[Sq~Sq*Sq~u,] 
=Sq3(B2So)*(SqsSq4U8) (4.4) 
=(B2So)*(U8)(B2so)*(Sq7U8). 
We have the following diagram, but no map from B2G, to 
BjG;-_: B2H0 
B’F, - K(Z,, 23) 
B*h_, 
B*H,. 
By Zabrodsky [18, Proposition 3.2.21, there exists a map By, :BG,+ BH, that makes 
the following diagram commute 
BG, Bvo *BHo 
B% I Br0 
BFo ,BFo 
Bk_, 
Moreover, 
DByO factors through the fibre 
BGo A BG,A BH, 
DA / 
KG,, 21) 
and COoI =U3so)*(u7)0 CBGXu7)12. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. BhoByo:BGo-+BLo is an H-map. 
Proof hoBy = J%&,,. By definition, Bh, consists of elements Ba,, Bee,,., Ba,,,, 
B&4,, that restrict to K(Z,, 21) to be 
Sq3i21, Sq8Sq4i2,, Sq2Sq6i2, and Sq4Sq6i2,. 
By (4.6) these elements are annihilated by Do. I 
Now Ho u F, x K(Z,, 20) and there is an element 1 @Sq’ i,, EPH*(H,). Let BU,E 
H*(BH,) have the property 
o*(Buo)= 1 OSq’i,,. (4.7) 
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By (3.8) Bv, exists. One can check that 
iIBv, = u: @ u:. (4.8) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (By,)*(Bv,) is primitive in H*(BG,). 
Proof: 
&B~o)*(Bvo) =((BY,)* 0 (B~d*)@Bvo)+ %&,(Bv,) 
=(Bso)*(~,)~ (Bs,)*(u,)2+Sq7C(Bso)*(u7)0(Bso)*(~7)21 
=o I 
Define Bk,: BG,+ BL, x K(Z,, 28) by 
(BkJ*(i2d = (BY~*(Bv~) 
Bk,= By,Bh, on BL,. (4.9) 
Let BG, be the fibre of Bk,. 
BG, 
BG,- BL,, x K(Z,, 28) 
ak, 
(4.10) 
Then by Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, BG, is an H-space and there is a commutative diagram 
BG, 
B7, *BR, 
(4.11) 
We now lift X to BG,. If P,X is the projective plane of X, there is an exact triangle [3] 
H*(P2X) i - IH*(X) 
IH*(X)@ZH*(X). (4.12) 
Since H*(X)= 
and 
x13) let ug~ H”(P,X) with i(ub) = x7. Then i(Sq4ub)=x11 
i.(x,, @~,,)=(Sq~u~)~=Sq~(Sq~Sq~u~). 
Since there is no element with reduced coproduct x1 1 Ox,,, we must have (Sq44J2 #O. 
We conclude 
SqsSq4z& # 0 and i(Sq’Sq”u’,) = Sq*x,, = 0. 
Hence SqaSq4uk ~irni.. The only possibility is 
sqssq4u’, =(u;)(sq%~). 
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By (4.2) there is a commutative diagram 
B2G, 
r” I 
P2X-B2F,, 
This yields an H-map BL: X + BG, (see [ 151) 
~3, ,,--BG, 
, 
/’ 
/’ 
!’ I x - BG,- BL, x K(Z,, 28) 
@a Eli, 
Bk, By0 consists of primitives of degree greater than 14. Therefore, Bk, B& z * and there is a 
lifting 
BJ;:X+BG,. 
We have D,?,:X A X + L, x K(Z,, 27)+ BG,. Since the highest generator of H*(X) lies 
in degree 13 we get [DB~,]~IH*(X)201H*(X)+IH*(X)OIH*(X)2. Since c(f;) is adjoint 
to 
CRX A CRX=X A x D”~‘_BG, (see C 1711, 
we get c(Jr) 2: *. 
The above arguments can be summarized by 
THEOREM 4.3. There is a commutative diagram of c-spaces and c-maps, loop spaces and 
loop maps. 
Gl 
f, 
/I 
SI I 
RX 70 +G, 
Combining Theorem 4.3 with (4.11) and (3.1) we obtain 
We now show e1 exists and can be chosen to be an H-map. By construction, 
(Sotil~lrl)*(i27)=(gbaOPOYOSl)*(i27) 
=sT%P~a~(W~26) 
=s?y,*(l @Sq’i,,) 
=s:a*(By,*(Bv,)) by 
=o. 
(4.7) and (4.9) 
Therefore, 8, exists. 
For convenience 
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of notation, let 
0, = a&v0 
& =cC,gy,. 
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Then we have a commutative diagram 
(4.14) 
To show 8r is an N-map, we will have to give a lengthy though not difficult argument. 
We now define a sequence of spaces e,, G,, A,, &,. They will fit into a commutative 
diagram 
and will allow us to define 1 in a special way. Let B’k^_,:K(Z, S)+K(Z, 15,17) x K(Z,, 20) 
be defined by 
B2Iz 1 (il 5) = 6Sq4Sq2i, 
BZk^*_,(i,,)=GSq6Sq*i, 
B2iZ,(i2,)=Sq8Sq4i8+(ig)(Sq4ig). 
Let B2 e, be the tibI’e of B2 k^_ 1. Here the symbol 6 denotes the integral Bockstein induced 
by the exact sequence 
0+z+z-+z,-+0. 
By construction, there is a commutative diagram: 
B2G, a”’ * BG, 
I I 
B’S, 
B’F, + K(Z, 8) 
I ! 
KG,, 20) - K(Z, 15,17) x K(Z,, 20) 
Now define B4K_,:K(Z, lO)+K(Z,, 25) by 
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Let B41!?, be the fibre of B4fi_ 1. Then there is a commutative diagram 
B4Ho - B4R, 
i 
pro 
I 
E’i, 
B4F, - K(Z, 10) 
K(Z,, 25) = KG%, 25) 
Further, there is a map By^,:BeO +BfiO. The same argument as in (4.6) implies D,, factors 
through 6, 
se, A se, D”, ,sB, 
A / 
KG,, 21) 
and 
CD01 = s43cv%)*G,) c3 sc?4w,)*(~,n 
Recall B4& was defined to be the fibre of 
B4ti- I:K(Z, lO)-+K(Z,, 31) 
defined by 
(B4ti_1)*=SqY3q’i10. 
It follows that there is a map B4&:B4fio -+B4&, that makes the following diagram 
commute: 
4 ~I% 
0 - B4& 
'IR I 
BV, %I 
K(Z, 10) - KG, 10) 
B%_, 
I i 
B’&, 
K(Z2, 25) 3 K(Z,, 3 1) 
Combining the above diagrams, we get a commutative ladder. 
BGo 
B-h B/b - BH, - BE0 
(4.16) 
se, - Bl2, - BE, 
ml BS, 
Now E, 2~ K(Z, 6) x K(Z,, 26) as H-spaces. Further the element 1 @Sq’ iz6 lies in 
PH*(i?,). By (3.8), there exists an element BOO E H*(E,) with 
a*(BO,)= 1 @Sq’&. 
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The element Bfi, can be chosen to have 
ABfi, = CUVo)*(i7)12 0 CWM*(i7H2. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. (l+JO)*(B&,)*(BO,) is primitive in H*(Bc,). 
Proof: BP,, is a loop map, so 
&B&)*(B0,)=(Bi,)*(i,)2@(BP,)*(i,)2. 
so 
~WJ*C@@o)*P%)1= UV,)* @PA,)*) C~(B&)*W)l + ~;#&)*W,)) 
=(BS,)*(i,)2@(Bs*,)*(i,)2 +Sq7Sq3[(Bs*,)*(i7)@Sq4(BS,)*(i7)]. 
We get the last term because of the diagram 
and the fact that (B&)*(BO,) restricts to Sq7i2, in the fibre. 
Now, applying the Cartan formulae to Sq7Sq3[(BS,)*(i7)@Sq4(B3,)* (i7)] and using the 
definition of Bi_ 1, we get that 
Sq7Sq3[(Bs*,)*(i,)@Sq4(Bs*,)*(i7)] =(BS,)*(i7)2@(B&,)*(i7)2. 
It follows that (BP,, Bp,)*(BO,) is primitive. 
Now let Be, be the fibre of the map 
(Bj$,L%J,)*(BO,): Be, + K(Z2, 27). 
By Proposition 4.4 Bcl is an H-space and there is a commutative diagram 
I 
GO 
6” 
- Go 
I I 
Fo - KG, f-5) 
In fact, we could have defined Bu, to be 
BuO = BS;(BpO B-j,)*(BO,). 
Diagrams (4.16) (4.17) yield diagram (4.15). We can now show 
THEOREM 4.5. 0, can be chosen CO be an H-map. 
(4: 17) 
Proof We have 0,(x)=(8,(x), I( x w )) h ere 1 is any null homotopy satisfying 
I:* = g,& =g&s,. 
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Because g1 is an H-map, D,, factors through K(Z,, 26): 
KG, 26) 
For xi, x2 in G,, D,(x,, x2) can be described schematically by the loop 
R, (xi, x1) is a path that describes the H-structure of gi. The task at hand is to define I so 
that D, is null homotopic. 
In (4.19, let 
&=oz,&$J. 
Then 
But &,g,,S, is already null homotopic by construction. Let I^: * =gb&s*, . 
There is a commutative diagram 
K(Z,, 26) 
01 i 
G - K&26) 
GOT &I ---K(z,, 27) 
00 sb 
We may define 8,(x)=(~,,s*,(x), r(x)). D,; factors through K(Z,, 26) 
Gi A G, b \D’T(Zd, 26) 
K(Z,, 26) 
and for y,, y, in G,. b(yl, yz) may be described by 
Since a,(gbC?OS,)= *, it follows that [6] l ker(h@ I- 1 @li) (see Appendix). So by altering 
Tif necessary we may assume 
[B] E(PH*(~~)0PH*(~1))26. 
Now choose the null homotopy 1 to be I= b, . Since 6i is an H-map, we have 
C~,l=@:G_Od:Kdl. 
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Note that gbOos, is a c-map. This follows because s1 is a c-map by Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, 
x0 and PO are trivially c-maps and II,70 lies in H * @ D where D is the module of 
decomposables so that y,, =RB-i, is a c-map. This proves c(gbO,s,)- *. 
By the appendix, we have 
(I- 7’*)[D,]=O. 
It follows that we can write [6] in the form 
CaiObi+C(CjOdj+djOcj)+CekOfk 
where ai, bi, cj, dj, e,, fk lie in PH*(el) and degai=degbi=13, deg cj#degdj and 
Ce,@fkEker S:OSy. 
Again, altering I by C 6:(cj )6:(dj), we can make [Dl] have the form 
[D,]=C6f(ai)06:(bi)EPH13(G1)0PH13(G1). 
Now analyzing (4.17) one sees that PH 13(G1) consists of the lifting of elements from 
PH 13(K(Z, 6)). But all admissibles in degree 13 in H*(K(Z, 6)) factor through Sq’ and Sq’, 
so none lift to H*(G,). Therefore, [D,]=O and 8, is an H-map. I 
$5. CONSTRUCTION OF AN H-LIFTING f2 
In this chapter, we prove thatf, can be chosen to be an H-map and we place restrictions 
on c(O,fr ). Iffr = fI,f,, we show that fi and fi satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.2, and 
hence, X could not admit an H-structure. 
It will be evident in the computations why the k-invariant g1 was chosen so carefully. 
Essentially, this will ensure that c(g,f,) and a,(g,f,) are null homotopic. 
Recall from (2.5) that B is the d (2) sub Hopf algebra of H *(QX) generated by the six 
dimensional generator s. In a series of propositions we will show 
cub@& a3(fi)~B@B@B. 
These propositions rely on the fact that the mapTr = I!?, 7, factors through G,, fi L, and E, . 
Recall we have the following diagram 
/4ccc--x*!1 
G,-HI-E, -A, 
(5.1) 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (1 + T*)c(C,$1)=(t22g0)~for some r~tzH~~(H, A I?,). 
Proof: We have Bl?, is homotopy commutative by construction. The result follows by 
Proposition A6 of the Appendix. I 
PROPOSITION 5.2. c(;‘,) lies in PH*(GI)@PH*(G,). 
Proof We have a commutative diagram 
GO - Ho 
(5.2) 
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where DBvO = Bs,*(u,) 0 Bs$(u,)’ by (4.6). It follows that y0 is a c-map. Further, we have the 
following commutative diagram 
BYI _ 
BG, - BH, 
fJs, 
1 I 
Bi, 
BY0 
BG,, - BH, - Bho BL, 
and D &,Byo& s *. By [13, Proposition 2.2, 2.31 
~(~,)EPH*(G,)OPH*(G,). 
(5.3) 
I 
THEOREM 5.3. c(C(~~~~~~)E B@ B. 
Proof We have by [17] 
c(cr,81rl~)=c(CL181)(Y1~ A rIJ)+Q(%BI)c(YI)(~ 0) 
sincex is a c-map and all the maps are H-maps. Both c(oS,/?r) and c(y,) factor through the 
fibre since they are liftings of c-maps a&, and y0 respectively. 
Step 1. c(cC,~,)(y,~ A yrx)o B@ B. By Proposition 5.1 
(1 +~*)c(~i,BI)(rI.x A YA=~Q2C?0)tl(Y1_x A YJ). 
Now q(yrz A ylx)~H24(RX A QX)EB@B. Therefore, since B@ B is closed under the 
Steenrod algebra, and R’g,, is defined by Steenrod operations, 
(1 +T*)c@i,&)(r~.$ A Y,~)EB@B. (5.4) 
Now by choosing the H-structure for Crr~r we could assume [17] 
c(E,~,)(y,~ A Yl~~)=CAjbjObl where degbjIdegbJ. (5.5) 
Then by (5.4) since ker(1 + T*) becomes the diagonal terms, we get 
c(~?,fl~)(y,~r A yl~l)sB@ B+diagonal terms. 
Since c(E, j?,) factors through the fibre which is RZRO=K(Z,, 26, 28, 32), we get 
c(&,j&)(y,~ A ~,J;)EB@B+H’~(S~X)@H~~(RX) 
+H14(RX)@H’4(RX)+H16(QX)@H’6(RX) 
For degree reasons, by (2.2) H ’ 3(CJX) = 0 and H ‘“@2X) c B, H 16(QX) c B so 
4%&)(r,_8 A YI~=BOB. 
This completes tep 1. 
Step 2. R(E,fll)c(yl)(~ A~)EB@B. We have c(yr) factors through R2Lo=K(Z2, 21, 
30, 26, 28) and lies in PH*(G1)@PH*(G,) by Proposition 5.2. It follows that 
Q(&&)~(Y,)(~ A~)~BBB. 
By steps 1 and 2 it follows that 
~(~,~,Y,_&W@B. I 
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THEOREM 5.4. c( f, ) = c(8, x ) jiactors through a map 
nxr,nx 
SIO,1lJ A z, 
-R’K,=R~I?, x K(Z,, 25) 
Proof: Since J is a c-map, 
c(U)=c(&)(S, AJI,). 
NOW ~,(x)=(8,(x), I(X)) where I: *=gb&s, 
gb&,q: G, +K(Zz, 27) 
and 
&(x) =(eosl tx), fix)) 
where E* zg,,OOs, 
goeoS1:G,-+Ko=K(Zz, 28,30,34). 
So f3,(x)=(Q1(x), fix), I(x)) and since O,,sr is a c-map and 
r(xy)qx)qy), 1(xy)zI(x)l(y), 
we get that c(0,) factors through 
R21?, x K(Z,, 25). 
The term involving Q2K, is E(c?,~?,~,~) which lies in BOB by Theorem 5.3. Since H*(RX) 
is even dimensional, the term involving K (Z,, 25) is trivial in H * (OX) 0 H * (QX). 1 
THEOREM 5.5. a,(fi)=a,(d,~)~B@B@B. 
Proof: By construction Br, y1 ,I are loop maps. By (5.5) the H-structure of Erpr was 
altered to control the c-structure. When an H-structure is altered by a map 
w: H, A H,-+R& [W] df*(& A A,) 
it is easy to check that the a3 structure of tlr$r is changed from its original structure by 
(50 1- 1 @&[w]. 
(See appendix, Proposition A5.) [o] consists of classes in degrees 26,28 and 32. It is easy to 
check by (2.2) that in these degrees 
((Y1~)*O(i’l~)*O(~1~)*!C~~1-10~ICwlEBOBOB. 
So it suffices to show a,(E, fll )E BO BO B where j?, has its original loop structure. Then, 
%(&/%)=%(&)(I% A i& * $1) 
and a,(~?,) factors 
Since E,zFOxA, and H,(A,) begins in degree 26, [ci3]~H*(Fo)OH*(Fo)O~*(~~). 
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Hence with the original H-structure 
a3(CY1p,.ilJ;1)E(BljllJ;1)*H*(FO)O(pl~,~)*H*(FO)O(BI~I~)*H*(FO) 
in degrees 26, 28 and 32. For degree reasons, the only such elements that do not lie in 
B @ B @ B are elements of the form 
sOsO~~(r), sOy,(t)Os, and ~~(t)OsOs. 
But we have just shown that 
a,(o7,p,~,~)E(plrl~)*H*(F,)O(B1Y1~)*H*(F,)O(p,;l,~)*H*(F,)+BOBOB. 
Now $, rlx is an H-map, and by (3.11) H*(F,) does not contain an element with reduced 
coproduct Sq4u,@Sq4u,. Therefore 
Yz(t)~(B1YI~)*H*(F,). 
We conclude 
~,@,BlrJMO~O~. 
Hence, with the modified H-structure u,(~~,~~~~~)EB@B@B. As before a,(B,yr) is a 
lifting of CZ~(G~~~~~~~). As in Theorem 5.4 we get u,(C~$~~~~)=U,(~,~). I 
THEOREM 5.6. u3(gIfi)z* and c(g,f,)=*. 
Proof: Since g1 is a double loop map 
%(gIfi)=QSI%(L), c(g,L)=QJ,c(f,). 
Now u3(fi) and c(fr ) lie in degrees 25,26,28,32. Since H *(QX) is even dimensional we 
can ignore 25. By Theorems 5.4 and 5.5, u,(~,)EB@B@B, c(~,)EB@B. Now 
,_Z2bl zs4 0 A (t) as algebras. (5.6) 
So we have 
Now 
a3(h)*(i2d and c(fi)*(i2d must involve two ts and one s. 
a,(fi )*(M and c(fr )*M must involve one t and three ss. (5.7) 
a3(fi)*(k) and c(L)*(&) must involve two ts and two ss. 
g,:A,+K(Z,,49,51,51)xK(Z,,euen) 
so Rg,:RA, + K(Z,, 48, 50, 50) x K(Z,, odd). Since H*(RX) is even dimensional, the 
component of Qg,c(f,) and Rg, u3(J) that lies in K(Z,, odd) will be trivial. Hence, we only 
have to consider the k-invariants that belong to K(Z,, 48, 50, 50). 
Since c(fi) and u3(fi) factor through the fibre RZI?,, we have the following diagrams 
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We have (Qg, 6) is a stable map between generalized Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. We have 
R21?e= fi K(Z2, 24+2’) 
k=l 
Ml =K(Z,, 48,50,50) x K(Z,, odd). 
By (5.6) and (5.7) it is easy to check by inspection that c(grfi)v * and a,(g, f,)- *. For 
example 
c(g,f,)*(i,*)=C(fi)*(Rgl)*(i48) 
=c x$*(&4+2*). 
So degree elk = 24 - 2k. But S* (i,, + 2L) E B @ B and by (5.6) and (5.7) any Steenrod operation 
of degree 24 - 2k annihilates any element of degree 24 + 2k in B @ B. 
An analogous argument holds for aJ(g, fi ). I 
NOW glfi consists of primitives in degrees greater than 26. Since H*(QX) has highest 
primitive in degree 26, g1 f, ‘v * so there exists a commutative diagram 
h AZ 
/I f2 1 . 
RX--+A$+K, 
(5.9) 
COROLLARY 5.7. fi can be chosen to be an H-map. 
ProoJ D,, factors 
D 
RX r\RXLA, 
By Theorem 5.6 
(AC3 l-1 om&l=C~3kJLm=O 
~~-~*~~~,l=c~~s~fi~l=~. 
Since QK, = K(Z,, 48,50,50) x K(Z,, odd) and H*(RX) is even dimensional, we have that 
[~~,]EH~~(RX~ARX)@H~~(RXARX) 
and represents a class m P Ext$,;:,,,, (Z,, Z,). See [17]. By (2.2) 
H,(QX)- A (&)OZzCuio, t&2, &d. 
Therefore, 
Ext,,o,,(Z,, Z,)=Z,CsU,, 1,610 A (sti,,, 1, IO)0 A (sU,,, 1, 130 A (s&j, 1,26). 
It follows that 
PExt~,‘&,(Z,, Z,)=O=PExt;,$,,(Z,, Z,)). 
Therefore we may alter f2 so that it is an H-map. 
THEOREM 5.8. X does not admit an H-structure. 
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Proof: By construction, there is a commutative diagram 
/2 
/ 
A* 
1 
fi A, 
/ lo 1 
RX-A, 
that satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 2.2 withf, =0,x. I 
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APPENDIX. THE H-STRUCTURES OF LIFTS 
In this appendix we list various facts of a homotopy-theoretic nature that we use in this paper. We 
consider the diagram 
E 
A P 
/I 
A-BAK 
f 
in which K is a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space and E, B, p and g are double loop spaces and 
maps, E being induced by the map g. 
HYPOTHEUS 1. A is an H-space and f is an Z-f-map, with H-homotopy F: ,f(at a2)* 
m ).f’(% J. 
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By the formula for the H-deviation of a composition, we have 
Thus Df, factors as A A A 9 RK 1, E. 
PROPOSITION Al. If the l$t h is changed through the principal action of RK on E by A mop 
a: A-*RK, then d is changed by Da. 
PROPOSITION A2. [ 173. There is a formula 
(F*O1-10F*)[d]=A,(g~gF) 
=g”Q(l; F). 
PROPOSITION A3. [ 173. There is a formula 
(I- ~*xm=c,M 90 
=goc2(J; 0. 
HYPOTHESIS 2. A is homotopy commutative, (J F) is A c,-map, andf, is an H-map. 
As before, cz(fi)factors AS 
PROPOSITION A4. [17]. If the H-structure offi is changed by A map 8: A A A + R2 K, then E is 
changed by (1 + r*)[ 81. 
Instead of Hypothesis 2, we might alternatively have 
HYPOTHESIS 2’. A is homotopy associative, (J F) is an a,-mnp, andf, is an H-map. 
This time as(A) factors as 
AhA~A:R2K+RE. 
We have 
PROPOSITION A5. [17]. If the H-structure offi is changed by A map 8: A A A + R’K, then d is 
changed by (ji*@ 1+ 1 @ji*)[/?]. 
The reference for these facts is [17, pp. 30!%-3111. We now return to the situation of Hypothesis 2. 
We fix some notation. Let the IiftL be given byf,(a)=(f(a), !(A)), so that I: A -+ PK is such that 
!(a)[11 =gf(a). Let the H-structure offi be given by F,(A,, A~, r, t) such that 
r 
*, (r=O) 
F(A;, AZ, r, t)’ 
i 
#(A,, 02, t)v (r=l) 
b, 7 02 )(r), (t=O) 
4%)Crl~(~2)Crl~ (t= 1). 
Let the c,-structure of (A F) be given by R(A,, A~, s, t) such that 
r fC.?(a, 9 ‘Jzr S), t=O 
R(A,, AZ, s, t)= 
Q(fh),f(Az), s), t= 1 
F(a, 3 A,), s=o 
F(a2, a,), s=l. 
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(Here Q denotes the commuting homotopy in both A and B.) 
The map E can be represented pictorially as a pyramid, see [ 13, p. 29.51. We shall describe it here as 
a map 
AxAxBd(13)+K. 
We have 
gF, (a,, a2, r, 0, 
gF,(a,,a,,r,O, 
t. 
s = 0; 
s= 1; 
r=O: 
Z(a,,a,,r,s,t)= ’ 
1 
gR(a, 7 az. s, 09 r= 1; 
I IQ@ 1 ,a;, 4 Crl, t=O; Q(l(a,)Crl.I(a,)Crl,s), t=l. 
HYPOTHESIS 3. A and B are Hz-spaces in the sense L$ Kudo and Araki [8]; i.e.. there is a map 
Q2:ArAx12+A 
such that 
c ala2, s=o 
a2al. s=l 
Q’(a,, a,, s, u)= 
Qta,, a2, 4, u=o 
1 Q(a2,a 1, l-s), u=l. 
(This hypothesis is always satisfied for the loop space of a homotopy commutative H-space.) 
PROPOSITION A6. (1-c T*)(?)=(n2g)o q, for some q: A A A + R2 B. 
Proof We consider ?(a,, a,, r, s, t). Reversing the parameter s to obtain 
?(a,, a,, r, 1 -s. t) changes the sign in general by - 1, which in our case is the identity. Checking the 
formula for ?, wesee that ?(a,, a2, r,s, t) and?(a,,a,, r, 1 -s, t)agree for r=Oand for s=Oand I. Fort 
= 0 and t = 1, the faces are homotopic by IQ2 and g o Q 2 0 f x j respectively. The difference of between 
these two elements thus restricts to the face r= 1 as the difference of gR(a,, a2, s, r) and 
gR(a,, a,, l-s, t). The map q is then the difference of R(a,, a2, s, t) and R(a,, a,, l-s. t). 1 
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